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The agenda

 Project on the future of work

 Employment trends influencing the 

future

 Scenarios of the future of work for

Estonia

 Policy pointers



The project on the future of work at the 

Foresight Centre at the Parliament of Estonia

Point of departure: Which are the main 
trends and challenges of future of work in 
Estonia?

• June 2017 – November 2018

• 9 contributing research studies on focus areas

• 4 scenarios on future of work in Estonia

• 14 people in the steering committee, approximately 30 
experts involved

• 1 conference, many discussions, seminars etc.

• Strong public interest, radio interviews, newspaper
articles, public presentations, TV

Destination: sense making of alternative but
possible development trajectories on Estonian 
labour market 



Structural change in employment
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• Decrease in routine non-cognitive tasks (automation)

• Increase in „human tasks“ – non-routine cognitive

→ increase in skill level required, but polarisation due to demand

changes



riigikogu.ee

The work revolution?
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ICT-based mobile work and flexitime

Providing telework and flexitime increases employee satisfaction

 Flexitime: more control over one’s work time is correlated with improved life-work balance

 Telework: increases work amount of 

 Useful for the company: work intensity increases, productivity, loyalty and motivation

 In Estonia, flexibility is work-based, on EU average level but improving fast

Allikas: Arenguseire Keskus, „Aja- ja kohapaindlik töö: töötajasõbraliku paindlikkuse levik Eestis “, 2018. Autor: Heejung Chung



Platform work provides new

opportunities

Country
% of work aged who use the work

form

Austria 9,5%

Switzerland 10,0%

Germany 6,2%

Italy 12,4%

Netherlands 4,9%

Sweden 4,9%

UK 4,7%

Pros

 New opportunities for traditional economy

 Emergence of the global labour market

 Alternative opportunity for employees

Cons

 Increase in atypical work and legal ambiguity

 Transferring the risks. Unpredictable and 

unstable work time

 Increasing pressure for self-management

Source: Holts, K., 2018, Understanding virtual work. Prospects for

Estonia in the Digital Economy



International mobility of employees is

increasing

 Mobility is an upwards trend 

encouraged by lifestyle decisions

 We can differentiate 4 types of mobile workers: 

posted workers, blue collar workers, talents and 

digital nomads

 In addition to economic factors, mobility is

determined by the culture, life quality, climate etc

of the destination country

 New jobs are created to talent-centres

Source: „International mobility and work“, 2018. Author: Ave Lauren



Job automatability depends on the 

type of job

Lower risk

•Type of jobs: non-routine
jobs, cognitive jobs

•Education and skills: 
higher education level; 
specific knowledge and 
skills; low skill „human“ 
jobs

•For example: Teaching, 
managing, care

Average risk

•Type of jobs: routine
cognitive or non-cognitive
jobs

•Education and skills: 
average or higher
education; low or average
skills needed at work

•For example: accountants, 
customer support, 
assistants, data entry
specialists

High risk

•Type of jobs: routine jobs, 
non-cognitive jobs

•Education and skills: Low
level of education or skills
needed at work

•For example: mining, 
cleaning, delivery, building, 
productionYET AGAIN:

- We mainly talk about

tasks not full jobs

- This has been going on 

for a veery long time



The journey to 2035



„Employment 2035“:

Four scenarios

Changing 
jobs

Virtual work

Talentsmobility

Flexibility New risks

Legal 
status

Demography

Are we living in a 
TUNA world?

• T – Turbulent

• U – Uncertain

• N – Novel

• A - Ambiguous



Some basic assumptions

 Contextual institutional and political framework will not change
radically

 People do prefer to work (or do work-like activities) when
possible

 The trend of new employment forms will continue to intensify: 
platform work, acting as an independent contractor, short-term 
mobility (digital nomads)

 The meaning of „work“ will become even more blurry

 The migration flows will continue to intensify



The big uncertainties

1) What is the effect of

technological development on

employment: Technology mostly

destroys jobs VS destroys AND

creates jobs

2) What is the potential to find

needed employees: More

restricted work migration VS 

easier work migration from

outside of the EU

Restricted work migration Open work migration
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The 4 scenarios of work until 2035



1) Talent hub Tallinn

New jobs emerge as Tallinn becomes a centre for innovative

entrepreneurship scene managing to use the global employment

market to create smart, flexible jobs in different forms of employment.

Being a thriving talent center also means increased need for a variety

of services which encourages immigration of low-skilled people.
Polarisation and regional differences might evoke dissatisfaction.

Technology automates AND creates jobs; work migration less restricted

Opportunities Challenges

 Becoming a hub for talent, encouraging

innovation and growth

 Flexible and smart employment forms

 Not everyone gets to be a winner

 High level of polarisation, segregation, 

challenges of social cohesion and migration

 Work more unstable – pauses in work life

What if…?

We could

extend the 

worker

protection to

all the actors?



2) Global village of vagabonds

Open migration encourages Estonian companies to postpone investments in automation – it is

just easier to continue on labour-intensive model. Meanwhile the rest of the world starts to gain on 

the efficiency due to using automated processes and at one point Estonia faces a question whether

to follow the example or get out of business. High level of migration, limited wage growth

opportunities and increasing unemployment bring along societal discontent.

Technology automates jobs; work migration less restricted

Opportunities Challenges

 Easier to find employees, may even

find some talents

 Some areas develop still very fast

 High level of polarisation and segregation

 The rise of the precariat

 Migration challenges

 Undertaking new business models

What if…?

We could

encourage

needed

automation

from the 

beginning?



3) The new world of work: When the 

underemployment hits

The technological effect towards automation and restricted work migration creates

simultaneously the disappearance of routine jobs as well as lack of talents. The suddenly

increasing unemployment calls for re-evaluation of societal values. Is this more of a risk or

an opportunity?

Technology automates jobs; work migration more restricted

Opportunities Challenges

 Growth in line with demographic change

 Change of attitudes and values

 Investments in automation

 High skills mismatch

 Slow growth in wages

 Increasing polarisation

What if…?

This is a 

scenario

where

everyone can

finally turn

their hobbies

into work?



4) Where there is a need to do it on our own

The lack of people with right skills starts to restrict the opportunity to use the full potential of 

the technological development. Estonian economy will suffer from the lack of innovation, new

ideas and companies while struggles with skills shortage. While for most employees this is a 

stable and safe environment, it does bother the more ambitious and will hinder the growth in 

the long term.

Technology automates AND creates jobs; work migration more restricted

Opportunities Challenges

 Stable wage growth, secure labour

market

 Less polarisation

 Skills restructuring

 Skills shortage and braindrain

 Middle-income trap

 Low level of innovation

 Lack of opportunities and 

perspective

What if…?

We employ the 

technology to

undertake

societal skills

revolution ?



The risks  The skills mismatch
 Only 20% of low-skilled people have participated in 

training in the last year (PIIAC)

 Polarisation and 

segregation
 Segregation has become more of an issue in Estonia 

and opportunities depend on gender, age, nationality, 

education AND region

 Pauses and 

transformations in work

life, coverage issues
 14% don’t have health insurance; 43% of registered

unemployed do not get benefits (Praxis&Centar)

 Current social security system has one of the lowest

wealth redistribution effects in Europe



Thank you! 
Questions?

Johanna.vallistu@riigikogu.ee

riigikogu.ee/arenguseire Arenguseire Keskus


